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READING PROGRAMS IN SECONDARY SCROOLS

In 1925, the National Society for the Study if Education proposed

in its Twenty-Fourth Yearbook that reading guidance be provided in

secondary schools. (3)* The same organization, in its second report in
1937, proposed that provision should be made for refinement of reading

interests, habits, and tastes. (3)

Grag, in a report for the Natio ;:al Society for the Study of

Education in 194g, stated:

The primary attack one reading on the secondary
school level should be through a program
designed to promote maximum reading growth
among all students in keeping with their

individual capacities and needs. (3:322)

Traditionally, reading has been considered a skill to .be taught

in elementary school. In the past, reading was not part of the secondary

school curriculum, and secondary school teachers, being primarily subject

natter oriented, assumed that pupils entering grade seven were prepared

to read all the materials they might encounter. This idea might have been

valid at a time when students with learning problems caused by reading

dropped out of school. Soon after the end of World War II, however, sttdent

population in the secondary school began to increase, and many students

entered secondary school reading below grade level. It was during the

decade from 1950 to 1960 that most rapid growth in enrollment took place.

It was also during this decade that secondary School administrators and

teachers began to recognize the serious nature of the reading problem.

Although some school systems had provided for reading instruction before

1950, the earliest attempts of any scope began in the early fifties when

a few secondary schools began to make definite plans to provide for some

typo of reading instruction. Evian now most secondary-sohools do not have

a reading program which subscribes to Gray's ideas. Progress has been made,

however, and the schools described in thin paper are an indication that

secondary schools are, rapidly kapiementing none type of reading program.

Should the program be only remedial or developmental? Gray's idea,

from the 1948 Yearbook, is that reading instruction be offered all secondary

school students in keeping with their individual capacities. Interpreting

this means that a developmental program which meets the needs of now, of

the students is necessary. In addition, special classes for remedial and

accelerated students should be available. Even this may not accommodate

*Numbers in parentheses refer to numbered references in the bibliography;

those after the colon are page numbers.
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all students. Schools are working toward the goal of providing reading
instruction for all, but the literature points out taat presently only a

schools actually do provide for all students.

Although all the schools described in this paper reported some
degree of success, it Is worth noting that the administration participated
actively or exerted leadership in almost every case. It would seem
reasymable to suggest that the chances for having a successful program
ago beat when leadership is provided by the administration, and the entire
staff wholeheartedly cooperates. In the event this ideal situation can-
not be attained, it is not suggested that pereon in secondary schools
interested in a reading program abandon their efforts. The possibilities
for having a streeg, effective program are, however, less likely.

Where does reading fit into an already crowded curri ulum? For
schools thoroughly convinced that a need exists, a solution can usually
be found. Por those schools. where the idea of secondary school reading
is resisted, the scheduling becomes such more of a problem. The schoels
described in this paper were all able to fit reading into a daily program
in one way or another.

Who is responsible for tssding instruction in the secondary school?
Ideally, a reading specialist working in cooperation with the secondary
school teachers should be able to do the job well. The specialist provides
the leadership, offers in-service training, teaches the special classes,
takes care of diagnosis and testing, and guides students in a lab where
one is available. The other teachers, especially those of mathematics,
social studies, and science, can have en active and significant role in
reading instruction. Since this ideal le rarely.attainsible, either because
of staff shortages or because of lack of etaff cooperation, a lesser
program usually has to do.

What does the future held for secondary school readier At no
time in our nation'S history las the need for a well-educated population
been MOTO evident. The demands azu the problems of our society will
require well-educated leaders able to bring new vision and hope to our
country. Reading is the key to educational emcees. It is safe to say
that as the years pass there will be more reeding instruction available
for mere studeuts. Hopefully, the day will seen come when all secondary
school students in America will participate in tome type of reading program.

It is the purpose of this paper to describe and enalyze a oespling
of secondary reading programs which have appeared in the professioral
literature to provide anewers to five major qmeetione.

1. Row do secondary reading programs begin?
2. What students are included in secondary reading programs?
3. How should programs be scheduled into the curriculum?
4. Who is responsible for secondary reading instruction?
5. What are the characterSstice of currently existing programs?
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How Reading Programs Are Begun

During the past fifteen years many articles have been writtenabout reading programs in the secondary school. These articles covermany aspects of secondary reading, and include suggestions and reconnekad-ations for establishing effective secondary reading programs. Some of.these programs have been restearch oriented, with the hope that aneffective way might be found to teach aecondary school reading. Otherprograms have been developed by secondary school faculties who were simplyhoping to improve the reading level of their students.

This section discusses the question of how reading programs arebegun, and describes programs on both the senior and junior high schoollevel.

In Dubuque, Iowa, (46) the need for a reading program grew out ofa total school survey which revealed, among other things, that a largepart of the secondary school body was reading below level. The facultyof Lakewood High School, Lakewood, Ohio, (31) became convinced that theelementary school could not be expected to teach all the complex skillsrequired of the secondary school student, and with this conviltion Levana secondary reading program. A developmental program grew out of
remedial program in Phoenix Union School in Arizona, (51) when the teachersreported that many students could not read the technical material requiredin modern shop instruction. In one of the earliest reading programs
reported, that in Chicago, (55) the aftinistration and faculty became
concerned about the low level of reading in many classes. Committeeswere formed to study the problem, and a comprehensive developmental
program was inaugurated in 1942. Anderson (1) states that a reading
program was developed in a junior high school in Lufkin, Texas, because
the principal and vice-principal felt that reading was a "cradle-to-grave
process and a developmental reading program should be established in
elementary, junior, and senior high school." (1:172) Surveys, such asone discussed by Artley, (4) show the extent of reading instruction in acertain area. This information is often revealing enough to a faculty tostir it to action. Ellis (34) describes a developmental reading programof the Delhass Joint School District in Pennsylvania, which began with a"meager attempt to provide aid to remedial readers and progressed to a
very intensive program offering reading instruction to sal students,"
(34:41) Ramsey (77) reports vhst a deep concern wan felt by both the
board of education and the faculty of Mexico High School, Mexico, Missouri,that students were not reading as well am could be expected. Out of this
concern grew a reading program. Fitting reading into the curriculum of
the new Nicolet High School in Milwaukee (85) did not seem to be a problem.The staff and administration were convinced a need existed. Since they
were free to plan a new complete to..irse of study, it seemed logical to
include reading from the start. 3wenby and Zielsdorf (96) report that a
remedial program was developed when the faculty and administration became
aware, after careful examination of reading tests, that many ninth grade
students were reading below grade level. Leamnson (59) reports that the
superintendent of instruction in Indianapolis provided the leadership to
begin a program of reading instruction in all the high schools of that city.
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Bland (7.0) states that a remedial program had been in operation in Evanston
Township High School, Illinois, for below average students. The administra-
tion and faculty, however, recognized tie need for implementinp a total
school program to include all students. Criticism from the public, more
rigid college entrance requirements, and, a desire to idprove the inetrvationsl
progrov caused the Atlanta (98) School Adsdniitration to provide fee: reading
in its secondary schools. After careful examination of pupil records,
Tormey (99) reports the faculty and administration decided a secondary
roading program was noodod in Ploodham, Mamoachuoott:" Campboll (17) =ports
that the faculty of Northview High School, Norfolk, Virginia, devoted tisa
to studying the long-range instructional plans of the school to determine
where improvements were needed. After careful study, the faculty decided
to direct its efforts toward providing for and imr)ving reading instruction.
In Sarasota Junior High School, Sarasota, Florida, Turner (103) reports
that all the teachers met many times with the school principal to discuss
ways of improving the curriculum. It was decided that some provision for
reading instruction was needed, and as a result of total faculty cooperation
a Reading Enrichment course was added to the curriculum for all pupils.
Probably the most decisive action to establish reading in secondar7 schools
was taken by the state of pennsylvanla. (65) In 1959, the State Council of
Education mandated a reading program for all public school seventh and eighth
graders. Some opposition was noted; however, 81 percent of surveyed junlor
high schools responded favorably to the mandate. The State Council of
Education anticipated significant improvement in reading levels of junior
high school, students.

Summary

Many articles describing secondary school reading do not state
who initiates a reading program. In some situations it is apparent that
administrators lay the groundwork. In other canoe school faculties,
either in small groups or working as a total group, stir up interest in
reading. In still other situations, school surveys, outside community
pressure', and test results provide the motivation to stir a secondary
school faculty into taking some action. In Pennsylvania, the state
department assumed broad leadership by requiring reading instruction in
all junidr high schools. The type of programme left up to the individual
schools.

Most reading programs seem to have been planned and started by
the administration with faculty cooperation. Cleland (15) feels that a
reading program in secondary schools cannot succeed without the dynamic
leadership of the administration. Crockett (16) also notes that the
success of a reading program in secondary school will be in proportion
to the quality of its leadeiship. Grissom *states; "The genesis of a
reading improvement program always can be traced directly to staff interest
NW concern." (25:162)

Reading in the Senior High School (Grades 10, 11, 12)

A developmental reading program was established for all tenth-
grade students in Carlsbad High School in New Mexico. (67) Each
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section of grade ten English was scheduled for six weeks of instruction

in reading sometime during the year. The program consisted primarily

of efforts toward improving reading speed and comprehension. The English

teachers of Carlsbad, assisted by the Director of Instruction, were

responsible for instruction. Test results at the conclusion of the six

weeks program indicated that students consistently showed markoil improve-

ment under this plan. Comparison el students' rtading ranks one year

later also showed that the developmental reading program in the sophomore

year was worthwhile. It was decided to continue the deeelevereetel

in the tenth grade, and to expand the program to include some students in

grades eleven and twelve.

Several attempts had been wade to establish a county-wide reading

program in Butte County, California, (52) without the aid of a rending

specialist. The attempts met with failure because no high school in

Butte County had a reading teacher or any other teacher' who was willing

to misuse leadership in developing * reading program. Reading had been

left to the ingenuity of the classrooms teachers. The English teachers had

tried to provide for some reading instruction. Siace money was not avail

able for special reading tee:cher/ea reading program had to be developed

which would fit into the existing curriculum. The curriculum coordinator

administered the diagnostie was follote-up tests and introduced the program

in each participating close in each county high school. lie also advised

and encouraged the English teachers who were eesponsibie for instruction,

Not all students in the five high schools participated. Groups were

selected from the freshman, sophomore, sand Junior classes. Observations

nade by the author indicate that although many students made considerable

improvement in both rate and comprehension, more improvement could have

been mede had there been stronger faculty support.

Jensen and Stone (50) re9or, on a reading program developed for

Shafter High School in which three years *f intensive search was required

before s full time director of reading could be found. It was decided

that a reading program should operate in three areas: remedial reading,

developmental reading, and. professional assistance to the faculty. In the

developmental program, assistance was provided the average and superior

students by giving them classroom instruction in reading for one hour per

day, five days each meek, for a period of six to eight yeeks. This part

of the program was aimed prieerily at atudents who intended to continue

their education beyond high school. Professional assistance to the faculty

was given by the reading consultant part time The rest of him time was

spent working with disabled readers.

Campbell (17) describes a reading pregram in which all students

attending Northview High School could participate. After careful study

by a committee and experimentation by several faculty members, a plan

was proposed. Freshmen were taught reading ten minutes daily in English,

social studies, mathematics, and science classes. Sophomores were taught

reading one period weekly in the save elutes. Juniors were taught reading

one period weekly in English class, and seniors had reading at the discre-

tion of their English teachers. It is significant to note that the faculty

devoted a full year to planning this program, Another significant feature

was the in-service training provided for the staff. Although a reading
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consultant was not available it was recognized that outside help was
necessary; consequently, a consultant from the McGuffey Reading Clinic
was brought in to help elth the program.

Jenson and Clark (51) report on a reading program at Phoenix
Technical School which grew out of a remedial reading clinic. Only a
taw students were being reached by the clinic, and it was becoming
armarent that many students had difficulty reading the technical material
required in modera shop instruction, It was decided to expand the prog*sa
to include all entering students, and to coordinate reading with English.
All entering freshmen were tested, and on the basis of test results
divided into four instructional groups which were taught by four freshman
English teachers. All groups received approximately eighty hours of
classroom instruction. An evaluation of the program revealed that three
of the four groups amide significant gains.- The group which did not gain
included the best students. The author felt this group did not receive
the same amount of attention as the other groups because they were
already reading at a muck higher level.

Hill (46) describes the organizational plan used tin Dubuque. The
results of a survey showed that a definite need existed for a reacting
program. Grades seven and nine were selected for detailed study during
the planning stages, because in each case the students in these grades
would be in either junior or senior high school for at least two more
years. A reading consultant assumed the leadership for the progrss.
Reading levels were determined for each etudent. Four divisions were
created in grades seven and ten to accommodate all the students reading
at various levels. Three of the divisions were taught reading by English
teachers in English classes. In one division of grade seven, reading was
included as part of a block or core which see° included social studies,
spelling, and language arts. Instructors, who were given guidance in the
planning of the program and the selection of materials, were assigned
these divisions on a voluntary basis. Only staff members who displayed
a sincere interest in working with reading were selected. In-service
training was provided for the staff. At the completion of the first
year the program was carefully evaluated and some changes made. One of
the most notable results of this program was the strong interest and
enthusiasm displayed by the teachers.

As a result of a developmental program described by Crockett and
Niles (30) in Windsor, Comectlaut, each department in this high school
agreed to net aside time in each class to teach reading. The program
was intended to accomplish the following goals: (1) to make every teacher
appreciate his part in a reading progree (2) to provide for regular
teaching of reading in every class every day, and (3) to make uee of
the textbooks already in the hands of the pupils. A schedule for teaching
four basic skills was developed. The English teachers taught written
recall for a period of two weeks. During the same two weeks the social
studies teachers taught speed and skimming. At the end of two weeks the
schedule was rotated, giving each teacher an opportunity to concentrate
on a different reading skill. Ten minutes was set aside at the beginning
of each period for this project, and every teacher was expected to
participate. The regular textbook in each class was used as the reading
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text. Because no staff member was qualified as a reeding consultant, the

staff of Windsor High School decided to secure the services of an outside

reading consultant. The program proved to be successful, and it was

decided the same plan of instruction would be continued.

Be'con and Gillett (8) report on a reeding program in Eugene,
Oregon, where reading was open to all students as an eleceive subject.
Class size was kept st twenty students; consequently, many students had

to ealt before being able to enroll. The program was designed to be

self-motivating and self-directing. Special reading teachers were avail-

able for both the remedial and developmental phases of the program.
There was no attempt to megwegate students of equal tbility into separate

classes. The author points out one of the strengths of the program was
the fact that it was not a class for only poor re/skiers. A permissive

atmosphere was maintained, and the students were free to move quietly

around end talk with other students or the teacher, as long as others

were not disturbed. In this program the services of the guidance
director, reading clinician, school counselor, school nurse, and

librarian were utilised, thus making for a very successful project.

A residing program described by Ramsey (77) in Mexico, Missouri,

had the following characteristics: (1) reading instruction ems given

in eleventh grade English classes by English teachers who bad AO previous

training in the teaching of reading, (2) no attempt was nude be group
students homogeneously, (3) reading instruction was given as part of

literature instruction, and (4) tour important study skillsword attack,
vocabulary, comprehension, and reading rate--were stressed. Although
professional help was provided in setting up the program and providing

in-service training for the staff, the teachers conducted this program

throughout theyrear without the help of a rending consultant. To deter-

mine the effectiveness of the reading instruction, a control group

consisting of seventy-eight eleventh grade students was created. These

students received no formal instruction in reading. The gains of the

experimental group were superior to those of the control group in every

measured ability. As a result of this experiment the author felt there
was great value is making reading instruction a regular part of English

instruction.

Leamnson (59) reports on t developmental reading program begun

in all of the high schools of Indianapolis at the sane tine. The program

leas experimental in nature at the start. One school made the program

voluntary, other schools required wedding for all pupils, and in still

other schools reading was offered to certain classes within the school.

Special developmental reading labs were set up in each high school,

Personnel to handle the labs were given three weeks instruction in

developmental reading, Twenty-two English teachers participated in the

workshop. Reading instruction was scheduled as a regular part of the

English course. A reading consultant was aseigaed to coordinate the

activities of all the schools. Because the firet year's results lived

up to the expectations of the staff, the reading program was to be

expanded to include all pupils for a minimum of one semester sometime

during the tine a student was in senior high school.
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Noall (72) reports on one of the few instances where large group

instruction in reading was attempted. A study was conducted in Itynfield

High School in Massachusetts, to determino if reeding skills could be

taught to a large number of high school students in the same room at the

same time, and still provide for individual differences. The program,

which ran for an hour after school three times a week for seven weeks in

a large cafeteria, war taught by a trained, but inexperienced teacher.

A public address system was used whenever the entire group of 114 students

tere ta""t at tkm saute Soe problem* were immediately amarent.

mostly dealing with the setting for the program. Students did accept

responsibility for their own attendance and behavior. Initially students

worked in groups; however, at the hedonism of the third week they hogan

working on individual assignments. Significant growth was noted, indicating

that individual differences can be considered even when classes are very

large.

Severson 05) reports on a program developed for Nicolet High

School in Milwaukee. Since the school was new the staff planned a reading .

program which was an integrated part of the curriculum and welleh was

available for, all students. A full time reading consultant was employed.

The reading study skills were to be a basic pert of the school's curriculum,

and all subject natter teachers were to teach reading. Special classes

were provided for both remedial and accelerated students. An interesting

approach was used by the faculty to introduce reading to the students of

this high school. On the first dey of school all teachers participating

in the reading program presented the same type lesson. This was done to

impress the students with the importance of reading in all subject areas.

The teachers then continued to present lessons in this way. Improvements

in reading level, spelling, and over-all reading interest were evident.

The faculty also reacted with enthusiasm to this reading program.

A pre-college reading program reported by Dorbin (114) was developed

prinertly for those students planning on catering college. In September

of each year a list of juniors planning on entering college was submitted

to they Guidance Department of Masoapoqua High School in New York. Reading

beichars and the guidance counselor visited the English classes to

explotal the purposes of the Pre-College Reading Course. Interested

'students were scheduled for two periods a week, usually not more than

fifteen to a group. The students' free period was used for reading

instruction. Four semesters of developmental work were involved. A

senior entering the program for the first time was placed it first

phase of the program. Four days a week were devoted to developmental

reading, red one day devoted to students needing remedial instruction.

Average gains for a semester were impressive. The author stressed teamwork

as a factor in the success of the program.

To improve the skill of the normal reader, a reading center was

established in Lakewood High School, Lakewood, Ohio. (31) The faculty

had luestioned whether senior high school students would use the lab, but

it was soon discovered that more students wanted to use the lab than

could be accommodated. Because of this, seniors were given first chance

to use the center. Instruction was individualized and students were

required to use the center during their free periods. A special
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instructor was available to give help to all students all day. Speed,

comprehension, correct study habits, and methods of remembering and

concentrating were all stressed. The reading center proved to be popular

among high school pupils, and it was generally felt they definitely

improved in reading skills.

Hegman (45) reports on a Developmental Reading Laboratory at Eden

Central High School in Ohio. The laboratory was orgsaized for all

students in grades nine, ten, eleven, and twelve, and was operated on an

individualized basis. An environment conducive to quiet, independent,

unpressured study was provided. The program was designed to be self-

motivating and self-directing. Students were to be given only a limited

amount of supervision. All levels of ability from all high school classes

would work in the lab at the same tine. Students were admitted at any

time during the school year and could continue working in the lab until

they achieved their objectives. The philosophy of this school can best

be summed up in the following statement:

The Reading Lab offers an environment that

provides freedom to learn individually,

independently, successfully, freedom From

pressure of assignments, of competition,

of grades--freedom for almost immediate

success, immediate use of learned skills,

and acquired tools for securing endless

knowledge. (45:67)

A special teacher was assigned to supervise and assist students

in the lab; however, it was discovered that once students realized the

importance of their work very little supervision was necessary.

In Atlanta (68) an experimental study involving tvo groups of

average and above-average seniors was conducted to determine if high

school students planning to attend college were reading well enough to

cope with the difficult materials used in college courseu. A one-

semester course was designed to increase the students' rate of reading,

to develop flexible reading habits, and to improve their comprehension

and reading vocabulary. Classes for the experimental group met for five

fiity-minute periods each week for sixteen weeks. Work was individualized

in a laboratory-type setting and students were given opportunities to

work the accelerator and other devices. The control group received no

special instruction in reading. At the end o the semester both groups

were tested. While the experimental group was superior in rates the

mean scores for vocabulary and comprehension for the control group were

slightly higher. The author suggests that the teachers of the experimental

group relied too heavily on machine and drill devices. In future programs

it was decided to emphasize the mechanics of reading less and to concentrate

on other reading skills.

A summer program for students in grades eleven and twelve who were

planning to enter college and who were average or above in academic standing

9



was also described. (98) Classes met for ninety minutes five days a week

for eight weeks. Both group and individualized activities were included

in the program. In the summer, more attention was given to vocabulary and

comprehension and less on rate of reading. Progress in three areas--rate,

comprehension, and vocabulary- -was impressive. No statistical comparison

could be mate. between the summer program and the experimental semester of

the regular academic year; however, both students and teachers.reacted very

favorably toward the summer program, The principle difference between the

two programs was the use of machines and other pacing devices to improve

rate.

At Needham Senior High School, Needham, Massachusetts, Torrey (99)

describes a reading program, conducted by special reading teachers, which

permitted all freshmen and seniors who wished to participate. Develop-

mental reading classes, limited to twenty students, met twice weekly.

Students vent to reading instead of study halls. The first developmental

reading course operated with one teacher, with seniors given first choice.

In the second year of operation a second reading teacher was employed and

all ninth-grade students were required to take the course. Other students

could elect to take reading if they chose, with seniors given prederence.

Moat students would take reading for one semester; however, some were

permitted to take the course for a full year. Muse all ninth grade

students scoring below the Nth percentile were se-quirts' to take reading

at Needham, there was something in the developmental reading course to

help nearly all students get a ssd start in high school.

Su ors (95) reports on a reading progrsm at East High School,

Duluth, Minnesota, in which five tenth-grade classes were taught reading

for one six-week block of time. The students were scheduled in the

reading lab during time taken from their regular English classes. The

English teachers and a special reading teacher provided the reading

instruction. Since the student population of east High School ranks above

the national average, in that between 80 and 85 per cent of the graduates

enroll in an institution of higher learning, a program was developed

keeping in MEd objectives that would help these students in college.

The instructiossl program for all groups was the same. Each period of

fifty minutes was divided into two sessions of twenty-five minutes. Two

activities were then possible simultaneously. The reading specialist

could work with one group of students while the English teacher supervised

the activities of another group. Reading grins were sstatistically

significant. Both students and faculty reacted favorably. This study

provides a good illustration of the kind of working relationship which

is necessary and attainable if best results are to be achieved.

Bond (11) discusses a special program for retarded readers in

the German-sown Friends School in Philadelphia. Most students became

involved in the remedial reading program upon entering the seventh and

tenth grades. At this time they were given a reading test. Other pupils

in other grades were tested upon a teacher's recommencation and some

then involved in the remedial program. It was set up primarily for

students reading below level; however, some students not reading below

level were also admitted. Students were grouped for instruction according

to their ability and their specific reading needs. Groups were always
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kept to five or less students. It waR necessary at times to have several

groups at one grade level. The groups met twice weekly for fifty minutes

each session. A special reading teacher was responsible for the instruction.
Reading classes were scheduled during the day for the students. Since

the staff was enthusiastic about the program, this did not present problems.

Swenby and Zielsdorf (96) report on a remedial-reading program in

the senior high school in Wausau, Wisconsin, as part of the regular school

program. Three sections of tenth trade English were designated special

English. Tt.e regular tenth grade English =name was followed, with a
certain part of each period used for teaching reading. Classes were

limited to twenty students. The guidance director and the ninth grade
English teachers cooperated in making choices for these classes. The

program was carried out without the aid of a reading expert, rind with only

slight change in the school program. Since reading woes included with English,

there was no need to schedule another period. General response by both

students and faculty was very favorable. One of the important results of
this program was an awareness of the importance of basic reading skills,

and of the close correlation between reading and academic success.

Summary

In studying the literature one finds many differences An senior

high school reading programs. If one could examine hundreds of programs,

it would be easier to generalize; however, some direction can be noted

from examining a small number of cases.

Only five of the twenty senior high schools studied required all
students in all grades to take reading. Thirteen schools required reading

of all students in at least one grade. In two schools reading was offered

as an elective for all students.

Six of the twenty schools included reading instruction during the

regular English period. In four school s reading was scheduled jut as

any other subject. In four other schools reading was a cooperative venture

with instruction included in science, social studies, and mathematics.

Reading laboratories are becoming more prevalent, and at least three

schools in this study focused their entire program on a lab. Two schools

scheduled reading during students' free periods, and in ore situation

reading instruction was provided after schoolAmpurs.

In nine cases reviewed special reading teachers were responsible

for instruction. At least seven schools left the development of a
reading program up to the English teachers. In four schools the teachers

of social studies, mathematics, science, and English included reeding

in their daily instruction.

Developmental programs were found iu thirteen of the twenty schools

reviewed. Four of the schools had both developmental and remedial pro-

grams. One school provided reading instruction for all students by having

a developmental, remedial, and accelerated program. Two schools reported

only a remedial program.

11



Reading in the Junior High School (Grades 7, 8, 9)

In a reading program described by Capehart (18) in Oak Ridge,

Tennessee, all pupils in grades seven and eight were taught reading by

homeroom teachers in self- contained classrooms. After a careful etudy

of students' reading levels, it was decided that many students needed

more help than the regular classroom teacher could provide. A program

was planned which classified pupils into three groups according to

reading level and intelligence. Laboratory experiences, in addition

to regular homeroom reading, were provided for some of the pupils who

it was thought would benefit most. The teachers were very pleased with

the progress of the students in the laboratory and recommended that more

students be given the laboratory experience.

An all-school reading program was reported by Cramer (29) in West

Junior High, Kansas City, Missouri, in which the public library provided

the core around which a reading program was developed. Students met in

the library for a forty-five minute period twice each school month. The

teacher assumed the respcealbility for management of the pupils, and the

librarian was responsible for instruction. Nothing !ULU :mid about a

remedial er developmental reading program; however, the author states

that generally all pupils read up to their capacities from year to year

as a result of this library program.

Anderson (1) describes a program for seventh grade students in

Lufkin, Texas, in which three homogeneous groups were formed from ten

seventh grade rooms. Each group contained five sections. The year was

divided into three semesters, each of which was twelve weeks long. A

master teacher with much experience in teaching reading and language arts

was selected to develop and to teach in the program. The students who

needed the most help were given special instruction during the first

semester. During the second semester the average seventh-grade pupils

received the special instruction. The acceleradsed pupils received reading

instruction during the final semester. An interesting innovation in this

program was a weekly trip to the auditorium where all the seventh graders

in the school participated in the same lesson.

McCracken (60) describes a developmental reading program for

eighth grade students. Reading was taught as an independent Lubject

not correlated with other subjects. The class was taught daily through-

out the year by a special reading teacher. Although the students met

for some large group instruction, small groups were used most of the time.

A reading course for seventh-grade students in Westview Junior

High School, Miami, Florida, was described by Schiavone. (82) This

program was primarily for enrichment and was set up to help each student

gain an understanding of the reading skills necessary for optimum growth.

A special remedial reading section was included for severely retarded

readers. The program consisted of three twelve-week units, one each in

art: music, and reading. The seventh grade was devided into three sections,

each section taking one 04 the units each semester. Fifteen seventh grade

classes participated in the program, with a reading specialist responsible

12



for instruction. Students ware permitted an hour each week in the 'library
for book selection and instruction, taught and supervised by the school

librarian. Teachers rated the program positively and felt students improved

in reading ability.

Cohn (26) reports on the growth of reading clinics in New York

City, from one in 1;55 L4:: in 1965. Each clinic was staffed with

three reading teachers, one school psychologiet, cne school social worker,

and periodically a psychiatrist. Children were released from their regular

area schools to come to the clinic on a regularly- scheduled basis for

reading instruction. The clinic taught 3,000 children yearly.

Conroy (27) tells how she was able to motivate retarded readers

at Bertha Dreyfus Junior High School, Staten Island, New York, by having

them write and publish their own articles and :stories in their school

paper. The school paper was then used as a reading text, and Conroy

reports that students were thrilled to sec their own work used in this

way. Motivation was net a problem; students were anxious to read. States

the author:

If students realize and accept those values of
language skills, they will be able to achieve

in other academic areas. Self-motivation is
the strongest impelling force known ln the

realm of education. In this regard, the use of

the school literary. magazine with retarded readers
should not be overlooked. (27: 626)

A twenty-week experiment reported by Martens (66) was conducted

in a Catholic girls' school in St. Paul, Minnesota, with two matched

greups in grades 'seven and eight; to determine the effects of pacer

training. Any student whose reading achievement was at least one year

below level was placed in the special class A lane majority of the

participanta had normal or above intellieence. The same teacher

conducted all reading classes and directed study periods in which she

was available for direction and guidance. /43.1 students were excused

from the same course on alternate days to attend the reading course.

After tweaty weeks the students were tested. Both groups, the one

using the pacer and the one using other materials, made substantial gains,

with the pacer-trained group receiving the higher score. The author

points eut that these gains were relatively permanent. It is important

to note that only small diffemnces were evidenced between the two groups,

indicating that the reading pacer is not necessary for the success of a

reading program.

Ellis (34) reports on a reading plan in Levittown, Pennsylvania,

which began as a remedial program and advanced to a very intensive

program for all students. This expansion involved classifying all

students inthree sections according to ability and intelligence. Students

were then grouped homogeneously within the large sections for more

effective instruction. The amount of time consigned to reading varied

with the students' abilities. .English teachers were responsible for

instruction. Aids were assigned to the teachers of the most retarded

13
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readers. Two important outcomes were expected by using teacher aids:

more individualization of pupil instruction cud an in-sorvice training

period for prospective reading teachers.

Vogel (108) describes a reading plan at Skiles Junior High

School, Evanston, Illinois; in which four basic instructional groups- -

accelerated, average, underachieving, and slow learner--were formed.

Reading was taught as a subject within the curriculum, except that a

reading clinic was available for the most retarded readers, taught by

a trained clinician. Groups were taught in five homeroom claises of

approximately thirty students each, with the homeroom teachers and the

reading teacher responsible for instruction. To improve reading in

other subjects, special units were prepared cooperatively with the

mathematics, science, and social studies. teachers The reading consultant

worked with both elementary and junior high teachersA and made special

efforts to improve the quality of instruction. The junior high teachers

were also provided opportunities to observe the teaching of reading it

elementary schools.

Panty (76) describe; a remedial reading program in Battle

Creek, Michigan, in which students care selected from grades seven,

eight, and nine who were two and a half years below their mental age

in reading and were thought to have potential for, growth. Most of

these students were average in intelligence. Much time was spent in

analyzing students' problems to plan an effective program suited to the

individual. Since students expressed disappointment at having to take

reading during their elective periods, they were excused from Englfsh and

social studies classes. These were the subjects in which most of them

were having difficulty. Work was done in small groups of six students

for a one-hour period two days a week. Many different methods of

instruction were used, and all but 29 of 318 Students made gains. Petty

believes that "junior high school students can make good gains in reading

if individual needs are diagnosed and if methods and materials are

provided to meet these needs." (76:280) He makes the point, however,

that although most students made gains, disabled readers should receive

special help before they reach junior high school.

Turner (103) describes the action taken by the teachers at the

Sarasota, Flotada, Junior High School, to improve the reading level of

disabled readers. It was fillet decided to add another period to the

school day; thus making it 'possible to fit remedial reading into the

daily schedule. It was soon evident that more students needed help than

could be accommodated, and it became necessary to give preference to

pupils with I.Q.'s of 90 or more who were two years retarded in reading

who wanted to be helped and were willing to work. A special reading

teacher was responsible for the instruction. In planning the work Gates

principle was followed: ". . . the best remedial instruction is simply

the best classroom methods used with unusual care and intensity, and with

very exact adjustment to the needs of the individual," (103:137) No

grades were given and no pressure placed on pupils to do a required amount

of reading. Students were free to read whatever interested them. The

program was successful, and plans were made to include more pupils iri

the future.
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Umans (104) reports on a remedial reading program in hew York

City in which maximum use was made of remedial reading teachers. A

special plan was developed in which these teachers would be responsible

for reading instructioa in specific junior high classes and be assisted

by the regular claserom teacher. In time it was expected the regular

junior high teacher wotald be responsible for the reading instruction,

leaving the remedial teacher free to move to another classroom. By

following this plan two outcomes were expected: students would receive

special help in readirg and inexperienced teachers would be trained en

the Job. Junior high school teachers were asked to volunteer with the

understanding that after a certain period of time they would take over

by themselves. It was hoped this plan would make it possible for more

teachers to become sensitive to pupils' reading problems hand to provide

teachers with some skill in reading instruction.
)

A reading plan at Farnsworth Junior High School in Sheboygan,

Wisconsin, which was established for advanced readers is described by

Miller. (69) The program was first offered as an elective, and only

eighteen attideata registered. A three-pronged attack including vocabulary

development, improving reading rate, and broadening pupil interests was

suggested. This program proved to be eery successful, the needs and

interests of other, students were considered, and eventually classes were

extended to include others. A reading teacher was in charge of instruction,

except for remedial cases who were taught in the English classes. The

demand for the claases to continue indicated the program's success.

Clinical services for seriously-retarded readers were not available, and

the author does suggest a need in this area.

One of the most unique and interesting developments in reading

was reported by Cooke. (28) A plan was conceived by Miss Muriel Garten

of Westchester County, New York, for a reading clinic on wheels. This

vehicle was to .serve twelve school districts with 35,000 children and

wets called a Roiling Reader. The Rolling Reader was to serve three

purposes: (1) to provide instruction and diagnosis for severely retarded

readers, (2) to serve as a teacher's in-service education laboratory, and

(3) to serve as a research unit, The Rolling Reader was 36 feet long,

equipped with a generator, sir conditioner, heating system, and classroom.

It provided seven equipped carrells which were used for individual study.

To be of assistance to all the students and teachers of Westchester County,

the plan wee for the vehicle to spend a certain amount of time at each

school.

A reading program in Kenmore, New York, planned as a summer school

activity for advanced junior high pupils and taught by the regular seventh

grade langusge arts teachers, was described by Viox. (106) Since only a

limited number of students could be included, the criterion for admittance

were stringent. Students retarded in reading and those with other problems,

either academic or emotional, were not accepted. Students met for two

hours and forty-five minutes daily for six weeks. Although the article

does not dmscribe the actitities of the program, it does give very positive

statements about the growth in reading :kill and improved attitudes on the

part of the students.
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Cawley and Chaffin (22) report on a study conducted with seventh
grade students. To evaluate the effectiveness of the program two
groups of matched subjects were set up, all reading below grade level.
These studerto were taught by reading specialists for twenty-five minutes
a day for one semester. Although both groups had definite reading
instruction, procedures and arterials were not the same. In both groups,
however, the gaihs made during the instruotione period and the post-
4n=tretienel eeriod were atatistically si-sificant. The authors feel
the results of this program provided evidence that substantial growth can
be made by students in a reading program in which only the skills of
reading are emphasized.

Reeves (78) describes an experiment in improving reading among
three low eighth grade classes in Sidney Lanier Junior High School, Houston,
Texas, in which "a pleanfor teaching reading was sought that would provide
not only ctimulating material for students at all levels of ability, but
an incentive for their reading extensively." (78:15) A committee of
seven teachers- -three in English, three in social studies, and one in
science--and the principal, planned the program. It was decided by the
committee that reading done in English classes should contribute in some
way to the work being done in social science and science. English teachers
were resnonsible for instruction, of the reading taught in their classes.
The first year cf the program proved to be very successful, end it was
planned to include more students a second year. Unfortunately, too many
staff changes caused the program to be ineffective the second year;
however, the author states the staff intended to try again.

Summary

The junior high school reading programs difter in several ways
from the senior high programs. At least eight ochools, out of the
eighteen reviewed, reported only reme6ial programs. Three schools required
reading for all students in junior high, and fear schools required reading
in either seventh or eighth grade. Reading instruction Yor advanced pupils
was offered in one school.

Reading was taught in a special period in ten schools. Only three
schools reported that reading was taught in an English class. It was
taught in a self-contained situation in two schools, and in one school
the library was mentioned as the center for reading activity.

In nine schools a special reading teacher was responsible for
instruction. English teachers provided instruction in three schools,
and in four other schools a librarian or homeroom teacher developed the
reading program.

'(wo programs were described which cannot be categorized with the
others. One of the most unique approaches to providing in-service
training to teachers and remedial instruction to students was the Rolling
Reader. By traveling from school to school this vehicle vies able to
reach tirmsands of students and hundreds of teachera. Undoubtedly zany
people are waiting for reports. If successful, this type of vehicle
could simplify in-service training and provide remedial instruction to
pupils in remote areas.
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Many schools have summer ac foal programs; however, only one
reported a program limited exclusively to advanced pupils. Because
class size had to be limited, the qualifications for entrance were
stringent. Students with reading pmblemss were not admitted.

In the articles reviewed, fear types of reading programs were
described, with remedial programs the most common. Eight schoole
reported only this type of reading program. Six schools reported

developmental reading. One reported only an accelerated program, and
one other school described a program which was developmental, remedial,
and accelerated.

Coin l uar 1011

In reviewing the literature on reading programs in secondewy
schools, it is encouraging to note from the authors' descriptiGas
the majority of proirama already in progress are viewed positively and
with optimism for their continued success. As hinted in the introduction,
the problem of school dropouts before World Ur II was not nearly as
predominant an isnue as it has become during and since the 1950's. The

causes for and solutions to the dropout problem are a matter for concern

and study beyond the scope of this paper. However, it is widely recognized
that reading problems and the dropout problem are closely related, and
it is at the secondary school level that the two often become one. The

elementary school child may not read well and may not enjoy reading, but
it is in secondary school that he can, and often does, turn his back
on that which reading represents -- education and learning. This then
points to the reading problem as a grave issue, and the problem of the
flotaidering secondary school reader as a focal point for concern--the
individual at the critical point of making decisions which will influence
his future failure or success.

It seems apparent that although successful programs of reading
have been organized in a number of secondary schools throughout the
country there is a need for some kind of unified plan of action. The

literature points out that those schools which have initiated secondary
reading programs have often of necessity done so on a trial and error

basis. Although there is room for new ideas and a pioneer approach in
this, as in any area of education, there is also the necessity for
guidelines set up by those who have studied and experimented for the use
of those who are simply practitioners. These can come only after the

test cases have been thoroughly evaluated. One can hope that the present

programs in operation are serving as test came; quid that concrete

secondary reading program plans can and will evolve.
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